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Abstract

Progress in achieving a physics---bas_ understanding of anomalous transport in

toroidal systems has come in large part from investigations based on the proposition that

low frequency electrostatic microinstabilities are dominant in the bulk ("confinement")

region of these plasmas. Although the presence here of drift-type modes dependent
11

• on trapped particle and ion temperature gradient driven effects appears to be consistent

. with a number of important observed confinement trends, conventional estimates for

these instabilitcs cannot account for the strong current (Ip) and/or q-scaling frequently

found in empirically deduced global energy confinement times for auxiliary-heated

discharges. The present paper deals with both linear and nonlinear physics features,

ignored in simpler e_timates, which could introduce an appreciable local dependence

on current. It is also pointed out that while the thermal flux characteristics of drift

modes have justifiably been the focus of experimental studies assessing their relevance,

othertransportpropertiesassociatedwiththesemicroinstabilitiesshouldadditionallybe

examined.Accordingly,thepresentpaperprovidesestimatesanddiscussesthesignifi-

canceofanomalousenergyexchangebetweenionsandelectronswhenfluctuationsare

. present.
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I. Introduction

lthasbeenpointedoutina numbcrofpapersI-3thatthepresenceofelectrostatic

microturbulcnce due to drift-ty_ modes is consistent with some important confinement

trends observed in tokamak plasmas. For example, in most auxiliary heated tokamaks
P

the global cncrgy confinement time (-rg) has been observed to anomalously degrade

with power (P) as -rE:cx p-o.5. This trend'*correlates reasonably well with predictions

from theories for collisionless drift-type instabilities driven by trapped electrons and/or

by ion temperature gradients. Specifically, application of Connor-Taylor s invariance

transformation arguments to the nonlinear gyrokinetic equation together with the heat

transport equation leads to the result that the local diffusivity, X, must scale as

T3/2

× B2--- (1)

for ali collisionless low frequency electrostatic instabilities. 6 From simple power bal-

an_C,

P

X cx nT-'R" (2)

Combining Eqs. (1) and (2) gives

.PaB2)o.4.T cx ( nR (3)

Since the confinement time scales as -rg _ Ra2nT/P, F-xi.(3) leads to

"rsoc P-°'6B°'s. (4)

Although Eq. (4) is in good agreementwith the important power degradation trend

observed, it fails to exhibit the strong scaling with cun_nt (Ip) and the absenceof any

significant dependenceontoroidal field (B) found in the global energy confinement time

empiricallydeducedfroma largedatabaseofauxiliaryheatedtokamakdischarges;4

i.e.,
e

_empiric_ p-o.51,0Job- OC . (5)



Thisdisc_pancycouldberesolvedifthelocaldiffusivitycontaineda significantde-

pendenceon the s',ffetyfactor, q - r2B/IpR. Specifically, since the Connor-Taylor

similarityuanformation arguments cannot generally deal with dependencies on dimen-

sionXessparameters of this type, it is possible to consider a diffusivity of the form,

t X cx T3/2q=/B2a. (6)

Repeating the preceding simple argumentsleading to F-xi.(4) then yields (focusing only

on the B vs. Iv issue),

re oc.P-°'6B°'S(Iv/ B)°'4*. (7)

Hence, reasonable agreement with F-xt.(5) would result for an appropriate value of

z; e.g., if z = 2.5, then F_xt. (7) would give rE _ P-°'sI_'°B-°'2. It, therefore,

remains to be demonstrated that a sufficiently strong dependence on q can be justified

on the basis of a proper kinetic analysis of the relevant microinstabilities. Indeed,

transport models based on relatively simple pictures of drift-type modes have needed

' to invoke either emI irical q-dependent profile constraints2,_ or ad hoc q-dependent

edge degradation processest_ in order to reasonably reproduceexperimentally observed

. confinement results.

Since most of the previous simple linear and nonlinear (X o¢ ,,like) estimates for

drift-type microinstabilities have yielded no obvious local current and/or q-dependences,

the present paper deals with kinetic studies carefully examining effects which might do

so. The focus of these in,estigations will be on a proper linear and nonlinear (weak

turbulence) analysis of collisionless trapped electron modes: In addition to the fact

that conditions required for their presence are readily satisfied in many auxiliary heated

large tokamak plasmas, the properties of these instabilities make them amenable to a

systematic appiication of weak turbulence nonlinear kinetic analysis.

' II. Linear Analysis

. Collisionlesstrappedelectronmodes(CTEM)havelongbeenrecognizedasa po.

tcntiallyimportantclassofinstabilitiesinfluencingconfinementpropertiesinhightem-

peraturetoroidalplasmas,sThesearebasicallyelectrondriftwavesinatoroidalsystem
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with characteristic mode frequencies in the range, w_, k11vTi< w < wb_, klllJTr:; i.e.,

falling between the bounce and transit frequencies of the ions and the electrons respec-

tively. In addition to the banana regime collisionality criterion, v., =_ ve_/r:wb, < 1.

the effective electron-ion collision frequency, vete, is required to be less than the '

eigenmode frequency, w. Since w ,,_ _._, this coUisionality criterion in terms of v.,
f

becomes,

v., < k,p,(m,IMi)'12qRIL, (8)

where w., - kopoco/L,., is the electron diamagnetic drift frequency, co is the sound

speed, b0 is the azimuthal wave number, p, - c°/fli, fli is the ion cyclotron frequency,

and L, is the density gradient scale length. This condition is readily satisfied in the

confinement region of many large tokamak auxiliary heated plasmas. For example, in

the TFTR supershot discharges, 9 typical parameters in this region would be v., ,_ 0.02,

q -_ 3/2, RIa ... 3, L, .._ al3, so thai for a deuterium plasma, Eq. (8) would reduce to

thewave numberrequirement,kop°> 0.I.

Atmoderatewavelengths,0.1< kopo< I,thedominantdestabilizationmechanism

forthecollisionlesselectrostaticmodes ofinterestaretheprecessionresonancesbe-

tweenthe drift waves and the unfavorably drifting trapped electrons. 8 This resonance

mechanism is analogous to the energetic trapped-ion precession resonances accountfi;g

for the experimentally observed "fishbone" losses in neutral-beam heated tokamaks, x°

At the simplest level, the local dispersion relation for the CTEM can be approximated

by

w.,, (_-_._[I + yh(E/Te- 3/2)])
I+r- (r+ rl  o (rx-ro)= e (9)

2 2 T,/T_, din Z/dln ni, being thewith F. - In(bi)exp(-bi), bi =- kopi/2, r - Oi =- e1/2

fraction of trapped electrons, the angular brackets denoting an energy average over a

MaxweUian distribution, and the orbit-averaged trapped electron precession frequency

givenby

L,_ E G. (10)
0

In most previous studies the factor G is assumed for simplicity to be a constant near

unity. For 7]i_<1 to 2, r _ 1, and kopo < 1, the left side of F_.q.(9) just reduces to the
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usual electron drift wave result while the right side can be perturbatively evaluated to

give the growth rate (3'). The resonant destabilization comes from Im[(1/(w - ¢b_°))]

and leads to
Q

"7cx z3/2(z - 3/2) exp(-z) (11)

~ L,_..,_,,_ being the normalizcxi value of the resonant energy.' with x - (E/T,),_ _ R ""

This conventional estimate leads to no 3ignificant current and/or q-dependence in the

linear properties of the CTEM, when G_,, is simply assumed to be a constant of order

unity.

Regarding the linear aspects of the present analysis, attention is focused on the fact

that current dependencies (lp) can be introduced via the magnetic shear dependence

of the factor G in the trapped-electron precession drifts and via the q-dependence of

the stabilizing ion Landau damping effects ignored in most conventional estimates for

the CTEM. The first point is illustrated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. On Fig. 1 the factor

G(_¢,_) is plotted as a function of the velocity-space pitch angle variable, x, for vari-)

) ous representative equilibrium scenarios where the total plasma current (and, therefore,

qo = a2B/IpR) is changed. When averaged over _¢,it is obvious that the high current

• (low q_ and corresponding low _ = rq',/q) cases give the smallest values for G_. The

direct connection between ] and G..,,, is more explicitly showaa in Fig. 2 for simpler

analytic equilibria. The main point made here is that the strength of the CTEM de-

pends sensitively on the factor G which in mm can have a significant dependence on

current via the shear parameter _. With respect to ion Landau damping, the effect ob-

viously becomes stronger as the i.on bounce (w_i) and transit frequencies (wti) approach

the eigenmode fr_uency (w). This favorable influence on w clearly improves as lp

increases since wt_ and wbi (both oc 1/q) would correspondingly increase toward w.

Up to this point, the arguments given for the presence of a current dependence

in CTEM have been primarily qualitative. In order to demonstrate this quantitatively,

) comprehensive linear eigenmode calculations have been numerically can'ied out. The

complex code 11 employed provides solutions to the appropriate toroidal eigenmode
II

equation without any frequency expansions. Thus, the precession resonances as well

as the ion bounce and transit resonances are ali evaluated without approximations.
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Figure 1' Plot of the G-factor from the trapw,d-particle precession frequency expression

given in Eq. (10) as a function of the velocity-space pitch-angle variable. This figure

illustrates that at higher current (corresponding to typically smaller values of q, and ,_),

the G-factor is also smaller.
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Figure 2: Plot of the G-factor averaged over pitch-angle (G_) for simple analytic

equilibria as a function of _.



The usual ballooning formalism is employed, so that the calculations are local to a

single, chosen magnetic surface. This stability analysis is interfaced with self-consistent

numerically computed MHD equilibria. In studying the possible dependence on current,

the q(r) profile is varied by changing q(a) (i.e., changing the total plasma current) at

fixed q(o) with intermediate q(r) values scaling as

qn.w(r) = [qn.w(a)- q(o)][qo,a(r) _ q(o)] + q(o) (12)
[qola(a) - q(o)]

A numerical MHD equilibrium is recomputed for each new q(r) profile, and the cor-

responding growth rate, 7, is then maximized over k0. Results from these calculations

indicate a dependence of the linear growth rate on q(a) scaling roughly as"/o¢ [q(a)] '_

with c_ ~ 0.5 to 1.5 for values of q(a) below 7. For values of q(a) > 7, the depen-

dence becomes rather weak. These trends are illustrated in Fig. 3 for a representative

case. Results here are consistent with the preceding qualitative arguments given for the

precession drifts and for ion Landau damping.

I

III. Weak Turbulence Nonlinear Analysis

In order to assess the impact, of CTEM on confinement, it is necessary to estimate the

saturation level of these instabilites and the associated anomalous particle and thermal

fluxes. At the simplest level, this has been done by using heuristic mixing length

approximations for saturation (e.g.,leek/Tc I ~ 1/kj.L,,) and heuristic random walk

type arguments for the effective anomalous diffusivit_es (e.g., Xe_ "" v/k_). When

coupled with conventional simple estimates for 3', this approach leads to no significant

dependence of transport on current. Even if the improved detailed linear theory results

described in Sec. II were invoked, the associated scaling for typical cases would be no

stronger than X,_ oc [q(a)]" with c_,-, 0.5 to 1.5 for values of q(a) below 7. Howevt'r,

since the properties of the CTEM make them amenable to a systematic application of
#

weak turbulence nonlinear analysis, 13 it is appropriate to focus attention on this more

rigorous approach.

In this section a description is given of the principal features and results of a weak

turbulence tlu.'ory for the CTEM in toroidal geometry. 14 The usual weak mrbule_ace
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Figure 3: Plot of linear growth rate (7) as a function of q_.for representative TFTR pa-

rameters in the coUisJonless electrostatic limit. The lower 7-curve shows the influence

of ion Landau damping. The G_,_ factor for these specific numerical eqt,ilibria is also

plotted.
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ordering t3 (le¢/TI I'r/to [ I XNL/to I << I with being the nonlinear

frequency spread) is invoked, and a simple model of the radial eigenmode structure

is adopted with ¢ cx exp[-(z2/2(Az)2)], where Az -- 1/ko,_ represents the spacing

between rational surfaces and z _=r- ro is the local radial coordinate. With regard to

the basic equations analyzed, the ion response is governed by the nonlinear gyrokinetic

equation:

(0, + iwd_+ ollb. V)g + ir[to - w.i{1 + (u 2 - a)rti/2}leJoF., = V4,Jo x t,. Vg (13)

where g is the aonadiabafic pan of the perturbed distribution function, t, - B/B,

4, - e¢/T., u2 = Miv2/Ti, Jo(kxpi) is a Bessel function, and F,_ is a Maxwellian.

The nonlinear bounce-averaged drift-kinetic equation determines the trapped electron

response,

(O,+iffa_°))h-i[to-w.e{1 +(E/Te-3/2)rl,}] < 4, > FM = V < 4, > ×b. Vh (14)

where h is the nonadiabatic pe_ distribution for trapp_ electrons and < 4, > is

the bounce-avera_ of 4,. Untrapped electrons are simply taken to be represented by I
the usual Boltzmann response.

The nonlinear evolution of the spectral intensity, I(k) = I_kl z, is determined by

the appropriate wave kinetic equation. This is obtained by a standard application of

weak turbulence expansion procedures x3 to Eqs. (13) and (14) with the nonlinear terms

(on the right side of each equation)treated perturbatively. To leading (tint) order, the

usual linear response of a test mode (k) is obtained. The nonlinear interaction of the

test mode (k) with background modes (k') to produce driven modes (k") is generated

at second order. At third order, the nonlinear interactions of ld and k" produce the back

reaction on the test mode (k). Application of the quasineutrality condition on both the

linear and nonlinear responses yields

(1 + r)_k + f d3v(h_ ) - gO)Jo) = - f d'3v(h (3) - g(k3)Jo). (15)
!

The imaginary part of this equation is just the wave kinetic equation of interest.

Details of the preceding derivation _ltrepresented in Ref. 14. As pointed out there,

the inherent dispersive character of the relevant eigenmode frequency renders the 3-

wave-type nonlinear interactions insigmficant. Specifically, to is a dispersive function

10
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of ko due to the finite ion gyroradius effects evident in Eq. (9). The dominant nonlinear

process involves wave-particle-wave interactions; i.e., _'-w = (k'- k). v with

w" = w_- w and k" = k' - k. For the ions, the nonlinear contributions from the right

side of F_xl. (13) leads to the nonlinear ion Landau damping (ion Compton scattering)

which transfers fluctuation energy to the longer wavelength modes in the spectrum.

The trapped electron scattering, generated by the nonlinear term on the right side

of Eq. (14), accounts for a transfer of fluctuation energy to the shorter wavelenth

modes. For the nonlinearly saturated state (a/at --, 0), the Solutionof the wave kinetic

equation represents a balance between these two E x B-type nonlinear processes. In

the longer wavelength regime [(L,,/R) t/2 < kop. < 1], where most of the fluctuation

energy resides, this leads to the following expression for the radially averaged spectral

intensity:'4

" 3 G2r q3 ],/2 1
< I(ko) >_{2= i(n)kl .,, [_1/2z7/2(_ " _ _ exp(_z)) [1 + ¼r/i] ]koro ko--'L (16)

with _ = ro/R, L =-.(L,,LT,) '/2, and z =_.(E/T,)_,, __ R/L,_G [as in Eq. (11)]. For
1

typical parameters, this resdt gives a smaller saturation amplitude than the familiar

• mixing length estimate, lt is interesting to note that the appropriate length scale,

L =. (L,,Lr,)'/2, also differs from the conventional designation, L = L,_, found in most

drift wave estimates of saturation. The present result is in fact more realistic since the

instability of interest is obviously dependent on the driving free energy associated with

both the density and the electron temperature gradients. With respect to the issue of

currmt scaling, the presence of the factors q, _, G, and z in Eq. (16) clearly indicates

a significant sensitivity to lp(r) in the saturated amplitude of the CTEM.

The fluctuation--inducedanomalous fluxes associated with the CTEM can now be

readily estimated using Eq. (16). For example, the particle flux is given by

f ikocr = r, =R,E + (,7)k

Since the effective anomalous diffusivities can themselves be functions of the density

and temperature gradients, it is convenient to ex.l_SS the anomalous fluxes as F =

-D'adno/dr and Qj -_ -X'JrnodT_/dr. From the present weak turbulence analysis of

11
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the CTEM, this leads to

3 _6 a q cT_ p,D_ _ 10(xs(x - 2) exp('2x)(1 + _,, eB LT,
s-------_)r( )2( ), (18)

' x__ ~ _ D_, (19)

and

X__ .2.75) (1 + 1.93_) D,_. (20)
~ (--_ " (1'+ _1/,)

Hence, X_ '_ X_ _> DM are ali roughly the same order of magnitude. Also, the factor

(cTe/eB)(p,/LT,) '_ Ta/=/B2LTe gives the so-called "gyro-reduced Bohm" scaling

with LTe lacing the specific gradient scale length. Regarding the important issue of

local current scaling, note that Eq. (19) yields X__ oc (q/_)2F(q,,i) with F(q,_)

x6(x- 3/2)exp(-2x)G 2 oc G2. Typically,for q(a) < 5, G (x q(a). Representative

data from TFTR TMalso indicates that at the half-radius, (q/:i') oc [q(a)] L2. Hence, very

roughly, X_ oc [q(a)]2a for this specific example.

IV. Anomalous Energy Exchange from Fluctuations

Although the particle and thermal flux properties of drift-type microinstabilities

have justifiably been the focus of experimental studies assessing their relevance, other

transport properties associated with these modes should additionally be examined. In

particular,sinceelectrostaticmicmturbulenceisoftencitedaslikelybeingresponsible

for anomalousthermaltransportintokamaks,itwould be inconsistenttoignorethe

anomalousenergyexchangebetweenionsandelectronswhen fluctuationsarepresent.

Thiscanbeformallyobtainedfromtheappropriatemoment oftheBoltzmannequation

and is generally expressed asls

I_j=- < 6E*.6Jj> (21)

where 6Jj - ejf davvf#and fjisthepcmn'beddistributionfunctionforspeciesj.

Usingthecontinuityequation,thiscanbe moreconvenientlyexpressedas ..

CO c9.

I)Vj=< (_• _-_pj >- ej< _ * _nj > (22)

12



with61_"= ik¢,.Notethattheadiabaticcontributionto',heperturbeddensityresponse

cannotcontributetoer_rgyexchangeinthesaturatedstatesincea/o_(l¢{2)- 0.From

power balance considerations, the total heat soul_ for species j is just P_ - Wj with

Ej l_¢'j= O. So, l&'j > 0 cre'responds to "cooling" of species j (i.e., a transfer of heat

to theo_er species).

At the simplest _evel, applicafon of standardquasilinear theory leads to the follow-

ingestimat_fortheanomalousenergyexchangeassociatedwiththeCTEM,

w_Z= ,,,___.7'CZZM[I L_C (i+ ,7.)]. ¢23)r" R •
Comparisonwith_ dominantanomalousthermalconductioncontributiontopower

balanceyields

('_eI_'a)CTEM ,_, R[ 1 LnGR(1 + r/e)]. (24)

Hence, for typical tokamak parameters, I_, could produce up to about a 20% effect.

j V. Concluding Comments

• In thekirk,dcstudiesof anc,maloustransportpresentedinthispaper,themain

focushasbeenonthose_ andnonlinearpropertiesofcollisionless;trapped-electron

modes whichleadto a significantlocalcurrentaral/orq-dependence.Regardinglinear

characteristics,currentprofiledependenciesareevidentinEq.(lI)togetherwithFigs.l,

2,and 3. Prominentdependencieson _ and q arealsofoundinthenonlinearresults

summarizedinEqs.(16),(18),(19),and (20).Thesefindinghavemotivatedongoing

studies_6toproperlyinc_ sucheffects intoanomalous wanspon modelsusedin

interpreting experimental confinement results.

With regard to other coUisonless electrostatic modes, non-resonan_t type microinsta-

bilities such as the interchange--like "ubiquitous" trapped-electron modes, _z the trapped-

ion interchange mode, _8and the toroidal _-mode _9can also exhibit a 1oc_1scaling with

q. For example, both the ubiquitous TEM and the collisionless TIM are characterized

t .... :,(o)_I/_Gr2 al.19" by lineargrowthratesscalingas7 cxe,,._,,.dJ oc . Also,Guo et have

indicatedthatthelinearpries oftoroidalr/i--modesinthewcaldyballooningl._mit

combined with heuristic "r/k_--type diffusivity estimates can lead to X, _: [q(a)]3/2. In

I1, II_



general, a strong turbulence type analysis is needed to properly assess the nonlinear

consequences of all of these various types of nonresonant collisionless electrostatic

instabilities.

Finally, in comparing predicted trends from theoretical models of electrostatic mi-

croinstabilites with experimental results, it would be very interesting to examine data

which could relate changes in the local values of q and q' in the tmlk plasma region

to observe confinement properties. It should also be kept in mind that when dealing

with electrostatic turbulence, anomalous energy exchange between species could be

non-neglibible for realistic comparisons of IXei versus IX_l in power balance analyses

of experimental dam.
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